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Release Notes for Teamstudio Unplugged 3.0 - Android 

---------------------------------------------------- 

This major feature release adds a number of significant improvements. 

- The Unplugged server has a completely new, web-based UI. 

- The Unplugged server now allows you to use Domino groups to grant application access in addition to 

individual user names and profiles. 

- A number of other updates that were made to the iOS version are scheduled for inclusion in Android in 

the next feature release, 3.1. 

 

Serial Key 

---------- 

As a major feature release, this version of Unplugged requires a new serial key. You should have 

received a new key from Teamstudio via email; please contact your account manager if you have not. 

You should not upgrade from a 2.x server to the 3.0 server until you have your new key available or your 

users will be unable to sync. If you have already upgraded to a 3.0 server you do not need a new serial 

key for subsequent maintenance releases. The 2.4 server is compatible with 3.0 clients, although we 

always recommend running with the newest version of the server for maximum compatibility and 

performance. 

 

System Requirements 

------------------- 

The new Unplugged Server Web UI requires a Domino server running 8.5.3 Fixpack 3 or above - this is a 

change from the 8.5.1 requirement in previous versions. 

 

User Guide 

---------- 



With Unplugged 3.0 we are retiring the old, pdf-based User Guide. The new User Guide is available as a 

wiki at http://teamstudio.jira.com/wiki/display/UNPDOC. 

 

Unplugged Controls 

------------------ 

The Unplugged Controls are a suite of high-performance, professionally designed custom controls that 

greatly simplify the development of all mobile applications, including those for Unplugged. They may be 

downloaded from http://unplugged.openntf.org. Note that Unplugged 3.0 running on iOS 7 requires 

controls version 1.8 or above. 

 

jQuery vs Dojo 

-------------- 

This version of Unplugged switches from using jQuery for internally-generated client-side javascript to 

Dojo. This change was made in Unplugged 2.4 to support XPages Partial Update, but also provides 

greater compatibility with Domino. As some applications rely on Unplugged making jQuery available, we 

are also emitting jQuery script tags in this version. Note that this usage is now deprecated and future 

versions of Unplugged will not automatically provide jQuery. If your application is currently using 

Unplugged's jQuery, we recommend explicitly adding the jQuery libraries that you need to your 

application and referencing those. That will protect your application from future changes to the 

Unplugged engine. 

 

Version History 

--------------- 

3.0.22.586 - Maintenance release 

[UNP-1355] - Server Web UI - Number of devices not displayed correctly - layout issue 

[UNP-1376] - Partial refresh of combo box not returning values to page 

[UNP-1384] - Numbered bullets in tables do not always number correctly 

[UNP-1385] - Time value changes (am to pm and vice versa) when hr = 12  

[UNP-1392] - The Continuity selfservice database is missing from the UnpluggedPlus template zip 

 



3.0.22564 - Maintenance release 

[UNP-1332] - Notes-client User form "Object variable not set" error if profiles field is blank on save 

 

3.0.22548 - Feature release 

[UNP-1146] - Binary data stored in text fields on the server can cause a client exception during sync 

[UNP-1174] - Document unp.log.level so that apps can manipulate the log level themselves. 

[UNP-1182] - Javascript evaluation errors when scripts contain escaped quotes 

[UNP-1198] - No spaces before or after bold text in RTF 

[UNP-1204] - No space between images and start of text 

[UNP-1211] - Server - The icon in the serial number/key dialog needs updating 

[UNP-1216] - xp:panel datasources are not being registered when the panel is inside an xp:repeat tag 

[UNP-1224] - Duplicate element IDs across custom controls can confuse/break partial refresh 

[UNP-1225] - Event handlers only work once when declared inside a partial refresh target element 

[UNP-1230] - NotesDocument.removePermanently() is not compatible with Domino XPages engine  

[UNP-1232] - NotesDocument.save() is not compatible with Domino XPages engine  

[UNP-1242] - Unplugged fails to open databases with backslashes in their path 

[UNP-1243] - xp:dominoDocument does not support databaseName 

[UNP-1246] - Input type=date strips leading 0 from month september (09) 

[UNP-1248] - Border tag support in RTF 

[UNP-1257] - Region tag support in RTF 

[UNP-1258] - TableRowStyle tag support in RTF 

[UNP-1265] - Performance - profiling shows XspEvaluator.initJsGlobals is unnecessarily slow. 

[UNP-1267] - RTF Paragraph styles aren't being fully applied to Section Title 

[UNP-1268] - RTF: 'parstyle' tag not supported 

[UNP-1269] - RTF: 'popup' and 'popuptext' not supported 



[UNP-1270] - 'code' tag support in RTF 

[UNP-1271] - 'formula' tag not supported in RTF 

[UNP-1289] - keySet() on custom control property group returns an empty set. 

[UNP-1291] - Server - Support Groups (Domino Directory) 

[UNP-1292] - Server -  Web UI for configuring Unplugged.nsf 

[UNP-1293] - Server - Add support for requiring passcode (secondary PIN) 

[UNP-1302] - XSP pages used via AJAX POST do not always reflect design changes 

[UNP-1305] - Server - users explicitly named in app documents get app even if user disabled 

[UNP-1312] - Server - Group support: we should not allow conflicting Profiles / Users to be created 

[UNP-1314] - Add support for unp:settings and unp:workspace 
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